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Overview

Description 

ReversingLabs' researchers discovered a malicious package named legacyreact-aws-s3-

typescript on the npm repository. It mimicked a popular legitimate package, react-aws-s3-

typescript, designed to facilitate file uploads to Amazon S3 Buckets. Initially, the package

appeared benign, but a later version included a postinstall script that downloaded and

executed a backdoor payload. The package's history demonstrates the challenges of monitoring

open source repositories for threats, and RL introduced Spectra Assure Community to help

developers assess package risks. 

Confidence 

This value represents the confidence in the correctness of the data contained within this report. 

100 / 100 
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Content 

N/A 
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Attack-Pattern

Name

T1190 

ID

T1190 

Description

Adversaries may attempt to exploit a weakness in an Internet-facing host or system to

initially access a network. The weakness in the system can be a software bug, a temporary

glitch, or a misconfiguration. Exploited applications are often websites/web servers, but

can also include databases (like SQL), standard services (like SMB or SSH), network device

administration and management protocols (like SNMP and Smart Install), and any other

system with Internet accessible open sockets.(Citation: NVD CVE-2016-6662)(Citation: CIS

Multiple SMB Vulnerabilities)(Citation: US-CERT TA18-106A Network Infrastructure Devices

2018)(Citation: Cisco Blog Legacy Device Attacks)(Citation: NVD CVE-2014-7169) Depending

on the flaw being exploited this may also involve [Exploitation for Defense Evasion]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1211) or [Exploitation for Client Execution](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1203). If an application is hosted on cloud-based

infrastructure and/or is containerized, then exploiting it may lead to compromise of the

underlying instance or container. This can allow an adversary a path to access the cloud or

container APIs, exploit container host access via [Escape to Host](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1611), or take advantage of weak identity and access management policies.

Adversaries may also exploit edge network infrastructure and related appliances,

specifically targeting devices that do not support robust host-based defenses.(Citation:

Mandiant Fortinet Zero Day)(Citation: Wired Russia Cyberwar) For websites and databases,

the OWASP top 10 and CWE top 25 highlight the most common web-based vulnerabilities.

(Citation: OWASP Top 10)(Citation: CWE top 25) 
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Name

T1105 

ID

T1105 

Description

Adversaries may transfer tools or other files from an external system into a compromised

environment. Tools or files may be copied from an external adversary-controlled system to

the victim network through the command and control channel or through alternate

protocols such as [ftp](https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0095). Once present, adversaries

may also transfer/spread tools between victim devices within a compromised environment

(i.e. [Lateral Tool Transfer](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1570)). On Windows,

adversaries may use various utilities to download tools, such as `copy`, `finger`, [certutil]

(https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0160), and [PowerShell](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1059/001) commands such as `IEX(New-Object

Net.WebClient).downloadString()` and `Invoke-WebRequest`. On Linux and macOS systems,

a variety of utilities also exist, such as `curl`, `scp`, `sftp`, `tftp`, `rsync`, `finger`, and `wget`.

(Citation: t1105_lolbas) Adversaries may also abuse installers and package managers, such

as `yum` or `winget`, to download tools to victim hosts. Adversaries have also abused file

application features, such as the Windows `search-ms` protocol handler, to deliver

malicious files to victims through remote file searches invoked by [User Execution](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1204) (typically after interacting with [Phishing](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1566) lures).(Citation: T1105: Trellix_search-ms) Files can also

be transferred using various [Web Service](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1102)s as

well as native or otherwise present tools on the victim system.(Citation: PTSecurity Cobalt

Dec 2016) In some cases, adversaries may be able to leverage services that sync between a

web-based and an on-premises client, such as Dropbox or OneDrive, to transfer files onto

victim systems. For example, by compromising a cloud account and logging into the

service's web portal, an adversary may be able to trigger an automatic syncing process

that transfers the file onto the victim's machine.(Citation: Dropbox Malware Sync) 

Name

T1195.002 
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ID

T1195.002 

Description

Adversaries may manipulate application software prior to receipt by a final consumer for

the purpose of data or system compromise. Supply chain compromise of software can take

place in a number of ways, including manipulation of the application source code,

manipulation of the update/distribution mechanism for that software, or replacing

compiled releases with a modified version. Targeting may be specific to a desired victim

set or may be distributed to a broad set of consumers but only move on to additional

tactics on specific victims.(Citation: Avast CCleaner3 2018)(Citation: Command Five SK 2011) 

Name

T1608 

ID

T1608 

Description

Adversaries may upload, install, or otherwise set up capabilities that can be used during

targeting. To support their operations, an adversary may need to take capabilities they

developed ([Develop Capabilities](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1587)) or obtained

([Obtain Capabilities](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1588)) and stage them on

infrastructure under their control. These capabilities may be staged on infrastructure that

was previously purchased/rented by the adversary ([Acquire Infrastructure](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1583)) or was otherwise compromised by them ([Compromise

Infrastructure](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1584)). Capabilities may also be

staged on web services, such as GitHub or Pastebin, or on Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)

offerings that enable users to easily provision applications.(Citation: Volexity Ocean Lotus

November 2020)(Citation: Dragos Heroku Watering Hole)(Citation: Malwarebytes Heroku

Skimmers)(Citation: Netskope GCP Redirection)(Citation: Netskope Cloud Phishing) Staging

of capabilities can aid the adversary in a number of initial access and post-compromise

behaviors, including (but not limited to): * Staging web resources necessary to conduct

[Drive-by Compromise](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1189) when a user browses to
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a site.(Citation: FireEye CFR Watering Hole 2012)(Citation: Gallagher 2015)(Citation: ATT

ScanBox) * Staging web resources for a link target to be used with spearphishing.(Citation:

Malwarebytes Silent Librarian October 2020)(Citation: Proofpoint TA407 September 2019) *

Uploading malware or tools to a location accessible to a victim network to enable [Ingress

Tool Transfer](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1105).(Citation: Volexity Ocean Lotus

November 2020) * Installing a previously acquired SSL/TLS certificate to use to encrypt

command and control traffic (ex: [Asymmetric Cryptography](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1573/002) with [Web Protocols](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/

T1071/001)).(Citation: DigiCert Install SSL Cert) 

Name

T1559.001 

ID

T1559.001 

Description

Adversaries may use the Windows Component Object Model (COM) for local code

execution. COM is an inter-process communication (IPC) component of the native Windows

application programming interface (API) that enables interaction between software

objects, or executable code that implements one or more interfaces.(Citation: Fireeye

Hunting COM June 2019) Through COM, a client object can call methods of server objects,

which are typically binary Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL) or executables (EXE).(Citation:

Microsoft COM) Remote COM execution is facilitated by [Remote Services](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1021) such as [Distributed Component Object Model](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1021/003) (DCOM).(Citation: Fireeye Hunting COM June 2019)

Various COM interfaces are exposed that can be abused to invoke arbitrary execution via a

variety of programming languages such as C, C++, Java, and [Visual Basic](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/005).(Citation: Microsoft COM) Specific COM objects also

exist to directly perform functions beyond code execution, such as creating a [Scheduled

Task/Job](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1053), fileless download/execution, and

other adversary behaviors related to privilege escalation and persistence.(Citation: Fireeye

Hunting COM June 2019)(Citation: ProjectZero File Write EoP Apr 2018) 
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Malware

Name

legacyreact-aws-s3-typescript 
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uses

Name

Name

Name

Name

Name
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External References

• https://www.reversinglabs.com/blog/a-lurking-npm-package-makes-the-case-for-open-

source-health-checks

• https://otx.alienvault.com/pulse/667d1bbf813faaa5009fbfd6
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